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Biomarkers and Schizophrenia

2
3

Abstract

4

Schizophrenia (SCZ) is a psychiatric disorder with a broad spectrum of biological and

5

clinical manifestations of still not well established pathogenic mechanisms.

6

Several lines of evidence have been supporting the idea that immunoinflammatory,

7

oxidative, hormonal and cells’ dysfunctions are implicated on the molecular basis of

8

SCZ. However, accurate diagnosis and selection of appropriate treatments remains

9

challenging as a result of the scarcity of objective tests. Furthermore, there is a

10

compelling need for defining biomarkers that may be helpful to predict response to

11

treatment, particularly in drug-naïve first episode psychosis (FEP). Hence, numerous

12

technologies have been employed in order to search for SCZ biological markers.

13

Biomarkers may therefore guide the decision for either conventional and/or for

14

innovative treatments, including add-on therapies. However, further efforts should be

15

made in order to establish the association of the emergent biomarkers with

16

conventional and innovative treatments efficacy. In this regard, some preliminary data

17

suggest promising results. The current review provides information on (1) potential

18

biomarkers associated with biological disturbances and (2) biological markers

19

associated with treatment response.

20
21

Introduction

22

SCZ is a heterogeneous psychiatric disorder of still unclear pathogenic mechanisms,

23

resulting from a complex interplay between genetic variants and environmental factors

24

[1, 2]. It affects more than 21 million people worldwide [3], being characterised by a

25

diverse clinical symptomatology as delusions, hallucinations, thought disorders and

26

behavioural and emotional alterations, with progressive cognitive decline and

27

deteoration of personality [4].
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28

The current diagnostic criteria for psychotic disorders are based on self-report,

29

behavioural observation and course criteria, lacking biological validation [5-7]. Hence,

30

as there are no reliable medical diagnostic tests available [4, 7], the identification of

31

biological markers for SCZ has become a popular issue.

32

Biomarkers are objective, quantifiable characteristics of biological processes, disease

33

state, or response to treatment [8, 9]. Lack of objective tools to identify characteristics

34

in common among patients, makes the development of biomarkers critical in psychiatry

35

for the application of a more directed and individualized treatment. Therefore the latter

36

would help the shift toward precision medicine [8, 10]. A biomarker of therapeutic

37

response will be clinically useful if it is accurate, reproducible, easy to interpret, has an

38

adequate sensitivity and specificity and is acceptable to the patient [11]. Multiple factors

39

have been assigned potentially responsible for the discrepancy verified among studies,

40

particularly when evaluating biomarkers (for example cytokines) in chronic SCZ

41

patients on long-term antipsychotics. Patients’ gender, age, body mass index, smoking

42

and dietary habits, differences in measurement techniques, in tested material or in the

43

stored period of the sample, sampling at different illness’ stages (acute vs. chronic or

44

active phase vs. remission), exposure to different type and dosage of antipsychotics,

45

the length of treatment, the duration of hospitalization, different clinical presentations,

46

or the biological heterogeneity, were implicated in the discrepancies aforementioned

47

[12, 13]. Accordingly, an important characteristic that should be taken into account

48

when investigating biomarkers in SCZ is the stage of the disease. Therefore, research

49

at illness’ onset is especially significant once it avoids the effect of confounding

50

variables [14], such as prior psychopharmacological treatment [10]. For example, few

51

studies have investigated gene expression in drug-naïve FEP patients, given the

52

difficulty of collecting biological samples before any antipsychotic drug administration

53

[15]. FEP might be the most critical period of SCZ and possibly the most opportune

54

time for studying key mechanisms that influence treatment response and outcome [10].
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55

In addition, when treated early, FEP patients might have a better response rate to

56

antipsychotics compared to those with longer duration of untreated illness [16, 17].

57

This review discusses recent and contrasting findings - among the fields of immune

58

system and inflammation, oxidative stress (OS), endocrine system, serum

59

metabolomics, genetic and central nervous system (CNS) signatures - which have

60

produced data of interest in identifying biological mediators that may function as

61

potential biomarkers in SCZ.

62
63

Immune inflammation biomarkers

64

The inflammatory response is an adaptive mechanism that allows the organism to deal

65

with a diversity of threatening challenges. However, under pathological and chronic

66

conditions, the maintenance of this response might become deleterious [14]. Several

67

data support the inflammatory hypothesis in SCZ’s pathophysiology. It is characterised

68

by enhanced innate immune response with overproduction and/or imbalance of

69

cytokines, namely an increase of pro-inflammatory and a decrease in anti-inflammatory

70

cytokines [14, 18-20]. Cytokines, key signaling molecules of the immune system, exert

71

their effects by binding specific receptors on a variety of peripheric and brain target

72

cells [21]. Immune alterations in the CNS may originate from peripheral immune

73

activation of cytokines that cross the disrupted blood brain barrier (BBB) or that are

74

synthesised by invading immune cells, both of which originate from extraneuronal

75

sources and disturb the brain function [18, 22, 23]. Nevertheless, most

76

neuropathologies are to some extent associated with the activation of microglia and

77

astrocytes (vide infra) [24].

78

Although contrasting results can be found, most studies focus on plasma levels of

79

cytokines or T-helper-1 (Th-1) and T-helper-2 (Th-2) imbalance [25-27].

80

Meta-analyses on serum cytokine differences between acutely relapsed (AR) and drug-

81

naïve FEP patients found significant increases in macrophage-derived cytokines -

82

interleukin (IL)-1β, IL-6, IL-12 and tumor necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) - as well as the
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83

Th-1-derived cytokines, interferon-gamma (IFN-γ) and IL-2 receptor (sIL-2R) in both

84

groups [21, 28].

85

The IL-17 signaling pathway was also found to be dysregulated when compared to

86

healthy controls and correlated with symptoms in veterans with SCZ [18]. IL-17 induces

87

the production of factors implicated in the recruitment of monocytes and neutrophils

88

[29]. The levels of most of those factors were found to be positively correlated with

89

positive, general and total scores on the Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale

90

(PANSS) [18]. Moreover, a previous study found increased activation of T-helper-17

91

cells in patients with recent onset SCZ [30]. Therefore, an existing imbalance of the IL-

92

17 pathway, may be implicated in the etiology of SCZ [18, 31].

93

As changes in cytokine profile accompany the onset of the disorder, studying

94

inflammatory biomarkers in untreated FEP is relevant, since antipsychotic drugs are

95

known to influence their levels. However, few studies have so far assesssed the

96

association between cytokine levels and treatment response in FEP [8].

97

The aforementioned meta-analyses concluded that in AR and FEP patients, increased

98

plasma concentrations of IL-1β, IL-6 and tumor growth factor-beta (TGF-β) normalised

99

with antipsychotic treatment, independently of its direct effects [21]. It was previously

100

found that IL-6 decreased significantly after antipsychotic therapy in FEP and that this

101

change was positively correlated with clinical improvement [32]. Therefore, it was

102

suggested that IL-1β, IL-6 and TGF-β might represent disease state markers [21]. In

103

contrast, a more recent naturalistic longitudinal study demonstrated lack of changes in

104

IL-6 over 12 weeks of antipsychotic treatment in FEP, indicating that it could be a more

105

trait-like marker [33].

106

As IL-12, IFN-γ, TNF-α and sIL-2R increased levels did not normalise with treatment,

107

these were suggested to be disease trait markers [21, 25, 34]. However, a posterior

108

study, did not find any cytokine to fuction as a trait marker, as all the studied cytokines

109

– IL-6, IL-10, TNF-α and IL-4 – initially increased in FEP, normalised after risperidone

110

treatment [35].
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111

A meta-analysis demonstrated in a quantitative manner that a 4 to 8 week-treatment

112

with antipsychotics (typical, atypical or mixed) led to increases in sIL-2R and decreases

113

in IL-1β and IFN-γ blood levels [20]. The latter was considered consistent with the anti-

114

inflammatory role associated with antipsychotics [20]. In contrast, in a more recent

115

study, an increase in INF-γ levels was observed over 12 weeks of treatment with

116

atypical antipsychotics in FEP patients [33]. Thus, it was suggested that slightly longer

117

treatment induces cytokines’ production through the potential of atypical antipsychotics

118

to generate metabolic syndrome [36].

119

In vitro studies concluded that haloperidol and clozapine decrease cytokine secretion

120

from lymphocytes in both SCZ patients and healthy controls [37]. Increases in the

121

soluble receptors of TNF-α, which attenuate the molecule´s pro-inflammatory activity

122

[38], were observed with clozapine, suggesting an anti-inflammatory effect of this agent

123

[39].

124

A 10-week risperidone treatment in drug-naïve FEP patients had a significant

125

supressant effect on several serum cytokine levels [35]. A specific cytokine profile

126

indicated that risperidone may normalise monocytic and T-regulatory cell responses

127

[35] and decrease Th-2 functions [31, 35]. The latter contradicts both in vitro studies

128

and the ideia of an aggravated inflammatory profile as a consequence of atypical

129

antipsychotics therapy. However, the aforementioned cytokine levels normalisation was

130

not associated with a good clinical response - defined by a 50% reduction in the

131

PANSS total scale - to risperidone [35]. This was suggested to be due to risperidone’s

132

specific effects, not secundary to symptomatic improvement [35].

133

Considering the influence of adjunctive therapies, between two groups of SCZ patients

134

in remission, in the group on both antipsychotics (typical or atypical) and mood

135

stabilizers, TNF-α levels were increased comparing to the group on only antipsychotics

136

(typical or atypical) [40]. However, as in the first group of patients the total PANSS

137

scores reduced by 50%, it was suggested that augmentation with mood stabilizers

138

might exert favourable effects in SCZ [40].
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139

Another example relates to cyclooxygenase (COX), an enzyme involved in the fatty

140

acid (FA) metabolism pathway, that produces prostaglandins and mediates

141

inflammation [22]. It was demonstrated that the modulation of COX activity with anti-

142

inflammatory agents such as aspirin [41] and celecoxib [42, 43] as adjunctive therapy

143

to antipsychotics, may improve symptoms in SCZ.

144

15-Deoxy-Delta-12,14-prostaglandin J2 (15d-PGJ2) is a COX-derived product that

145

exerts its anti-inflammatory effect by targeting peroxisome proliferator-activated

146

receptor-gamma (PPAR-γ) [44]. In FEP patients, 15d-PGJ2 was found to be decreased

147

in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs), comparing to healthy controls [14].

148

Due to its soluble nature 15d-PGJ2 was set as a potential plasmatic biomarker for FEP

149

[14]. As 15d-PGJ2/PPAR-γ pathway can be stimulated pharmacologically it was also

150

suggested as a potential therapeutic target candidate [14].

151
152

Oxidative Stress – a field for oriented therapies?

153

The neuroprogression theory of SCZ postulates that changes in the immune system

154

are accompained by increased inflammatory markers such as tryptophan catabolites

155

and reactive oxygen species (ROS), that affect the growth and function of neuronal

156

circuits since the intra-utero period [45]. Converging evidence indicates that the OS

157

plays a role in SCZ pathophysiology [46-49]. A study on the disturbances in

158

antioxidative defense systems, indicated an increase in free radical generation and

159

antioxidant defense impairment in SCZ patients [46]. Therefore, several markers have

160

been employed to assess OS and anti-oxidative status in different diseases, including

161

SCZ [50].

162

OS converts glucose and lipids to reactive carbonyl compounds, and excess of these

163

are converted into advanced glycation end products (AGEs) and advanced lipoxidation

164

end products [51, 52]. Accumulation of these products is called carbonyl stress, and

165

has been suggested as an environmental factor in the pathophysiology of SCZ [47, 49,

166

53]. AGEs interact with AGE receptors (RAGE) on the cell membrane, which induces
6

167

deleterious effects by increasing oxidative and carbonyl stress [49, 54]. A recent cross-

168

sectional and longitudinal study shown altered carbonyl stress markers levels in SCZ

169

[49]. Significantly increased glyceraldehyde-derived AGEs (Glycer-AGEs) levels and

170

decreased soluble form of the RAGE (sRAGE) levels were verified in acute SCZ [49].

171

Although controversial in humans, a counter-regulatory mechanism that abolishes the

172

AGEs-RAGE axis effects was associated with sRAGE [55]. Therefore, the combination

173

of decreased sRAGE levels with increased Glycer-AGE levels might be a pattern

174

characteristic of SCZ [49]. Glycer-AGEs and Glycer-AGEs/sRAGE ratios were set as

175

significant diagnostic markers for SCZ that distinguished between patients and healthy

176

controls in 70.0% of cases [49].

177

Sulfhydryl (SH) groups are important antioxidants, responsible for scavenging the free

178

radicals and suppress peroxidation [56]. Significant decrease in the levels of total-SH

179

was found in SCZ patients when compared with healthy controls [46]. The latter was

180

explained by possible increased turnover of these antioxidant defenses, in an attempt

181

to prevent oxidative damage in SCZ [46].

182

A decrease in superoxide dismutase (SOD) enzyme activity, which has antioxidative

183

effects against superoxide anion, was detected in SCZ patients selected from an

184

outpatient clinic [46]. Although the latter confirms some studies [57, 58], contradicts

185

others which found no difference in SOD activity between chronic SCZ patients and

186

healthy controls [59] or found increased SOD activity in FEP and chronic SCZ patients

187

compared to normal controls [60]. As in the latter study, the levels of SOD were greater

188

in FEP than in chronic patients, the authors suggested that OS might occur in the initial

189

phase of SCZ getting worse with the chronicity of the disorder. This could either be

190

explained by the aging or by antipsychotic treatment [60].

191

Regarding gluthatione peroxidase – an OS-inducible enzyme with significant role in the

192

peroxyl scavenging mechanism [61] – and catalase – the enzyme that protects the

193

cells from H2O2 accumulation [46] - contrasting results were found. Comparing to

194

healthy controls, the former enzyme was found to be decreased and the and the latter
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195

increased in SCZ [46]. Nevertheless, some previous studies reported the opposite [57,

196

58].

197

Gluthatione reductase activity, essential to maintain the reducing capability of the cell,

198

was found to be significantly increased in SCZ patients compared to normal controls

199

[46], contradicting previous studies [57, 58]. Hence, these results are in line with an

200

existing dysregulation of the oxidant-antioxidant balance in the pathophisiology of SCZ.

201

In drug-naïve FEP patients, paraoxonase 1 (PON1) - an antioxidant and anti-

202

inflammatory enzyme that protects high-density lipoprotein particles against OS

203

damage [62, 63] - was decreased comparing to healthy controls [48, 62]. Decreased

204

levels of PON1 activity in FEP indicate a lowered protection against lipid peroxidation

205

and lowered anti-inflammatory potential [64]. Impaired antioxidant defense and

206

increased levels of the lipid peroxidation product - malondialdehyde - were also

207

detected in serum of chronic SCZ patients [58, 59]. It was shown that increasing lipid

208

peroxidation accompanies SCZ [65] and further suggested that lowered PON1 activity

209

in the early phase of illness might be associated with increased lipid peroxidation

210

during the course of SCZ [48]. Moreover, the decreased PON1 activity levels in drug-

211

naïve FEP patients was indicated as a key component of the disease rather than a

212

consequence of antipsychotic treatment [62].

213

Increased total radical-trapping antioxidant parameter (TRAP) - a marker of total non-

214

enzymatic antioxidant defenses [66] - was also detected in drug-naïve FEP patients

215

[48]. Increased TRAP can possibly be an early compensatory mechanism, which may

216

counterbalance the increase in ROS production [48]. Hence, it was suggested that in

217

an early phase, SCZ may be characterised by lowered PON1 activity and

218

compensatory elevations in non-enzymatic antioxidants [48]. Nonetheless, with

219

staging, lipid peroxidation, accumulation of protein damage and decreases in

220

antioxidant levels due to chronic inflammation, lead to OS damage [48, 50].

221

In drug-naïve FEP patients, an increase in PON1 activity and a reduction in a marker of

222

lipid peroxidation - lipid hydroperoxide - ocurred after treatment with risperidone,
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223

indicating its antioxidant effects [48]. The latter might be explained by risperidone’s

224

specific effects, as those alterations were not significantly associated with clinical

225

response to treatment and nor dosage-sensitive [48].

226

A recent meta-analysis reviewed relevant randomised controlled trials that compared

227

the effects of add-on treatment (to standard antipsychotics) of several antioxidants -

228

allopurinol, Ginkgo biloba, N-acetyl cysteine, selegiline, vitamins C and E - with placebo

229

in SCZ [67]. Although most results shown no differences, there was moderate evidence

230

that Ginkgo biloba had a positive effect on psychotic symptoms [67].

231

The need to evaluate adjunctive antioxidant therapies in SCZ with oxidative

232

disturbances is therefore being reinforced.

233
234

Hormones, possible biological markers?

235

The hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis is the main biological system involved in

236

stress response. In FEP patients it was demonstrated a hyperactivity of the HPA axis

237

[68-70] that leads to increased cortisol levels throughout the day, blunted cortisol

238

awakening response (CAR) and decreased cortisol response to psychosocial stressors

239

[71-73]. A reduction in cortisol levels after antipsychotic treatment was associated with

240

an improvement in psychotic symptoms at 12 weeks follow-up, in both chronic and FEP

241

patients [36, 74]. A naturalistic longitudinal study conducted in FEP patients, shown

242

that those who did not respond to 12-week antipsychotic treatment already had at

243

illness onset a significant lower CAR (measured in the saliva) compared with patients

244

who responded [72]. It was observed that at psychosis onset CAR predicts subsequent

245

treatment response, as blunted CAR shown a tendency to remain unchanged with

246

antipsychotic treatment [75]. On the whole, it is possible that more blunted CAR can

247

possibly be a trait marker, reflecting a more severe illness not modifiable by treatment

248

[33, 72, 75]. It was suggested that future studies should investigate the impact of

249

antiglucocorticoid treatments in psychotic symptoms [33]. Therefore, this would be
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250

particularly important in patients with a blunted CAR, thus less likely to respond to

251

antipsychotic treatment [33].

252

Arginine-Vasopressin (AVP) is classically known for its role as a potent antidiuretic

253

hormone being also released centrally during stressful experiences [8]. Increased AVP

254

levels, compared with healthy controls, associated with greater positive symptoms and

255

worse verbal learning in female drug-naïve FEP patients, but not in male [76]. In

256

contrast, a further study found AVP levels to be decreased in SCZ patients and their

257

first-degree relatives compared with healthy controls [77]. Therefore, because

258

alterations were observed in probands and relatives, AVP was suggested as a marker

259

of biological vulnerability for SCZ [77].

260

Apart from its classically known role as a hormone involved in parturition and lactation,

261

oxytocin (OT), also influences behaviours that are typically impaired in SCZ [78]. The

262

risk factors associated with psychotic disorders were related to some extent to a

263

disruption in the ability of physiological levels of OT to modulate social cognition and

264

neuropsychological function [77].

265

Accordingly, the above mentioned suggests the implications of neuroendocrine

266

alterations in psychosis and the importance of considering gender-specific

267

circumstances in early FEP.

268
269

Metabolomics - signatures implicated in disease process

270

Metabolomics referes to the study of metabolism at the global level, involving the

271

complete reportoire of small molecules present in cells, tissues and organisms [79].

272

Proteomic techniques are becoming increasingly popular for biomarker identification

273

[80]. For example, a recent research found higher expression of N-terminal fragments

274

of fibrinogen in serum of first onset, drug-naïve SCZ patients [81]. It was further

275

concluded that these proteins may be useful as biomarkers for SCZ molecular

276

diagnosis.
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277

Cryoglobulins (Cgs) are considered a marker of immune system chronic activation,

278

inflammation, and autoimmune sensitisation [82, 83]. Detectable blood levels of type III

279

(a mixture of polyclonal immunoglobulins) Cgs along with the presence of complement

280

activation split products were found in SCZ patients [84]. The complement cascade

281

hyperactivation in SCZ was demonstrated in a previous study [85] and a complement-

282

dependent mechanism may be implicated in Cgs-induced effects both in vivo and in

283

vitro [86]. An in vitro study shown that type III Cgs, isolated from PBMCs of SCZ

284

patients, may induce the expression of pro-inflammatory and chemotactic cytokines

285

[86]. Thus, type III Cgs contribute to increased blood levels of cytokines in SCZ, being

286

involved in disease-associated activated peripheral inflammatory responses [19, 86-

287

88].

288

A number of authors agree that antipsychotics have varying effects on the immune

289

system [89], liver [90] and whole body metabolism [91], which might be manifested by

290

proteomic changes in the circulation. Most proteomic studies attempted to identify

291

alterations in protein levels, not considering the effects of post-translational

292

modifications (PTMs). Nevertheless, characteristic changes in PTMs, such as

293

phosphorylation, can be biologically informative [92]. Phosphorylation abnormalities in

294

proteins involved in acute phase response and coagulation pathways were observed in

295

serum from drug-naïve FEP patients compared to healthy controls [93]. More recently,

296

another study was performed in order to investigate the effects of olanzapine on the

297

serum phosphoproteome profile in FEP after 6 weeks treatment [92]. The main effects

298

of olanzapine treatment were changes in state of protein phosphorylation rather than in

299

protein abundance [92]. The authors suggested that antipsychotic drugs can lead to

300

downstream effects, which can be detected in the peripheral circulation, having utility

301

as response biomarkers [92].

302

Heart-type fatty acid binding protein (H-FABP), is a lipid carrier protein expressed

303

primarily in brain, cardiac and skeletal muscles and mammary gland [94]. In early stage

304

drug-naïve SCZ patients, it was found that H-FABP serum levels were baseline
11

305

predictors of response to olanzapine [22]. It was also shown that H-FABP levels and

306

monocyte expression of H-FABP molecular partner – cluster of differentiation 36

307

(CD36) - were inversely correlated [22]. Patients with low concentrations of H-FABP

308

and high expression of CD36 on monocytes were less likely to respond to olanzapine

309

[22]. It was further suggested that low treatment response could be a consequence of

310

signal transduction dysregulation, involving FA transport or metabolism [22]. FA

311

metabolism affects signal transduction in the brain and peripheral H-FABP and

312

monocyte CD36 levels can be indicators of response to olanzapine treatment,

313

representing potential therapeutic targets [94, 95].

314

MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are 20-25 nucleotide long, single-stranded, nonprotein-coding

315

RNA molecules which regulate protein expression levels [2, 96]. There is evidence of a

316

key role for miRNAs in neurogenesis, neural maturation and brain development [96,

317

97]. Thus, dysfunction in miRNA signaling contributes to neurodegenerative and

318

psychiatric disorders [2].

319

A number of circulating miRNAs was quantified in the serum of first-onset SCZ patients

320

and that of healthy individuals. In a recent study aiming to identify miRNAs that are

321

clinically practicable biomarkers, it was observed a significant decrease in miR-132 in

322

the PBMCs of SCZ patients compared with controls [2]. As it was previously found to

323

be significantly downregulated in prefronal cortical tissue in SCZ patients [98], the

324

reduced levels of miR-132 in peripheral blood may reflect the same characteristic [2].

325

Moreover, miR-132 expression increased after risperidone treatment [2]. Taking into

326

account the latter findings, miR-132 might be a superior marker in SCZ. Therefore,

327

serum miRNAs changes can reflect SCZ status and may be used as biomarkers for

328

diagnosing [99].

329

Hence, the identified markers might have utility in diagnosing and in critical decision-

330

making regarding antipsychotic treatment.

331
332

Biomarkers and genetics
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333

The most studied risk gene in SCZ is the Disrupted-in-Schizophrenia 1 (DISC1) gene,

334

which functions depend on binding to cytoskeleton proteins, such as the Nuclear-

335

distribution gene E homolog like-1 (NDEL1) [100]. Myelin basic protein (MBP) is the

336

only structural myelin protein known to be absolutely required for generating compact

337

myelin sheaths [101]. While longitudinally assessing gene expression in the blood of

338

very early stage drug-naïve FEP patients, NDEL1 and MBP were found to be

339

upregulated [15]. This effect appeared to be attenuated by risperidone treatment [15].

340

Hence, the authors suggested that both genes may be putative for psychotic disorders

341

which can be detected in peripheral tissues [15].

342

The possibility of cell cycle-related genes to function as biomarkers was tested by

343

measuring and comparing messenger RNA (mRNA) levels in the peripheral blood of

344

SCZ patients and healthy controls [102]. It was found that the combination of cyclin-

345

dependent kinase 4 (CDK4), minichromosome maintenance complex component 7

346

(MCM7) and DNA polymerase delta 4 accessory subunit (POLD4) mRNA expression

347

might be a potential useful biomarker for SCZ [102]. The latter three genes were

348

significantly decreased in acute SCZ [102]. However, CDK4 expression levels

349

recovered significantly in the remission state [102]. Therefore, it was suggested that the

350

combination of CDK4, MCM7 and POLD4 might be a trait biomarker for SCZ and that

351

CDK4 may be a state biomarker for SCZ [102].

352
353

CNS biomarkers candidates in SCZ

354

Microglia - the resident macrophages of the brain - are the primary reservoirs of pro-

355

inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-1β, IL-6, TNF-α and INF-γ [24, 103]. These

356

macrophages act as antigen presenting cells in CNS, responding rapidly to even minor

357

pathological changes in the brain [24, 103]. It was hypothesised that subsets of

358

microglia are maintained permanently in an activated or primed state into adulthood as

359

a consequence of a perinatal infection [104]. A subsequent immune challenge in

360

adulthood can cause exaggerated levels of cytokines from primed glia [104]. The
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361

microgial hypothesis predicts an increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines by the

362

activated microglia, leading directly to neuronal degeneration, white matter

363

abnormalities and decreased neurogenesis [21, 24]. Thus, this can possibly cause

364

impaired brain function and SCZ symptoms [18, 89]. Recently, it has become possible

365

to quantify microglial activation in vivo using a positron emission tomography ligand

366

that recognizes the translocator protein, a receptor found on activated microglial cells

367

[105, 106]. Binding of one such agent, (R)-[11C]PK11195, was found to be increased,

368

suggesting differential microglial activation, in gray matter [105] and in hippocampus

369

[106] of SCZ patients.

370

Activated microglia also stimulates astrocytes to produce S100B - an astrocyte-specific

371

cytokine and a marker of inflammation - that is considered to be the equivalent of C-

372

reactive protein in the brain [107, 108]. Increased concentrations of S100B were found

373

in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of SCZ patients in an acute psychotic episode compared to

374

matched healthy controls. Serum levels concomitantly measured were also elevated,

375

correlating closely with the CSF concentrations [107]. Another study showed elevated

376

S100B serum levels in both drug-naïve early stage patients and medicated chronic

377

SCZ patients [109], supporting the activation or damage of glial cells in SCZ. Moreover,

378

lower levels of S100B were detected in medicated chronic SCZ patients comparing to

379

drug-naïve early stage patients, possibly suggesting that antipsychotic treatment may

380

reduce neurodegeneration [109].

381

The CSF has been a highly informative source of biomarkers in Alzheimer’s disease

382

and neuroinflammatory disorders [110]. However, it was less frequently studied in SCZ.

383

CSF biomarkers may be informative by identifying invading immune cells, inflammatory

384

cytokines, pathogens, disease-associated extracellular proteins, alterations in choroid

385

plexus secretory patterns, and diffusion from blood, particularly if the BBB is dysrupted

386

[111]. Of the cytokines that are reliably measured in CSF - IL-6, IL-8 and IL-1β - only

387

IL-1β was found to be elevated in the CSF of FEP patients comparing to healthy

388

controls [112]. In contrast, in olanzapine-treated chronic SCZ patients, only IL-6 was
14

389

increased in the CSF compared to normal controls, while IL-1β was undetectable [113].

390

Moreover, treatment with olanzapine appeared not to influence IL-6, as CSF or serum

391

levels of olanzapine did not correlate with CSF IL-6 [113]. Although unclear, the reason

392

for the discrepancy regarding CSF IL-6 levels in FEP versus chronic SCZ seemed to

393

be related to the chronic progress of the disease [113].

394

The endogenous cannabinoid receptor agonist, anandamide, reduces inflammation by

395

blocking microglial activation and stimulates neurogenesis [114]. Anandamide

396

concentrations in CSF were found to be 10-fold increased in drug-naïve FEP who were

397

non heavy cannabis abusers (lifetime users ≤ 5 times) when compared to drug-naïve

398

FEP high-frequency users, healthy low-frequency or high-frequency users [114].

399

Moreover, elevated anandamide concentrations inversely correlated with psychotic

400

symptoms [114]. Elevated concentrations of anandamide were detected exclusively in

401

CSF, making its central origin most likely [114, 115]. A trend for an association of

402

anandamide elevation in CSF with a longer time to psychosis transition was observed

403

[115]. The latter might indicate that the patients expressing higher CSF anandamide

404

are less likely to have psychotic symptoms [115].

405

Kynurenic acid (KYNA) - a metabolite of tryptophan and an antagonist of the N-methyl-

406

D-aspartate receptor - is neuroprotective against glutamatergic excitotoxicity but may

407

contribute to psychosis and cognitive impairment [116]. Kynurenine (KYN) – KYNA’s

408

precursor – is actively transported into the brain and metabolized by astrocytes to

409

KYNA [116]. In SCZ, elevated levels of KYNA and KYN in the CSF or in the

410

postmortem brain have been consistently reported [117-119]. Because KYNA does not

411

cross the BBB, only CSF levels appear to be informative [111]. It was suggested that

412

increased brain KYNA might constitute a major trigger for cognitive and psychotic

413

symptoms and should encourage the development of biomarkers and novel treatment

414

approaches based on the KYN pathway [113].

415

A promising new pathway to explore SCZ’s molecular mechanisms, seems to be the

416

technology of induced pluripotent stem cells (IPS) derived from peripheral somatic cells
15

417

of SCZ patients. IPS cells provide a source of human CNS cell lines, including neurons,

418

for discovering biomarkers and testing of target engagement, mechanism and

419

response to medications [120].

420
421

Conclusion

422

Efforts in identifying and describing biomarkers for SCZ have been claimed by

423

psychiatrists as a way to help early diagnosis and to monitor the evolution of the

424

disease and treatment. Stratification of SCZ patients, would therefore be based on

425

testing molecular profiles, for example, through the collection of blood samples [22]. In

426

fact, the latter would help the adoption of preventive strategies by identifying at-risk

427

individuals, facilitating early intervention, reducing medication non-response, adverse

428

side effects, non-compliance and thereby minimizing morbidity [14, 22]. Furthermore, it

429

would help the development of a personalised medicine approach that is emerging in

430

other areas, such as oncology, increasing the chances of positive therapeutic outcome

431

for each patient [22].

432

Several limitations render it difficult to find superior biomarkers. Most studies evaluate

433

the statistical association between a specific biomarker and a subscore of the PANSS.

434

However, there might be different pathophysiological mechanisms behind a certain

435

positive or negative symptom, which would be associated to a distinct biomarker.

436

In addition, different antipsychotics were used in the same study and between studies.

437

As they have distinct affinities for receptors, they might also have different efficacy

438

biomarkers [8]. Heterogeneous results can be found even when using the same

439

antipsychotic agent, with discrepancies between in vitro and in vivo studies, stages of

440

illness and SCZ different clinical presentations [35]. Moreover, many studies did not

441

take into account patients’ baseline symptoms severity.

442

Hence, targeting molecular pathways in multi-factorial diseases such as SCZ requires

443

well designed studies, capable of correlating molecular and clinical data [22].

16

444

This review identified multiple molecular pathways that are implicated in SCZ’s

445

pathophysiology, therefore helping the recognition of putative biomarkers. In addition, it

446

suggests candidate drug targets that indicate the need for innovative early add-on

447

treatments in order to improve efficacy of current antipsychotic medications.

448
449
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1. Aims and Scope
The International Journal of Clinical Neurosciences and Mental Health is an open-access
peer-reviewed journal published by ARC Publishing.
Our goal is to provide high-quality publications in the areas of Psychiatry and Mental Health,
Neurology, Neurosurgery and Medical Psychology. Expert leaders in these medical areas
constitute the international editorial board.
The journal publishes original research articles, review articles, drug reviews, case reports,
case snippets, viewpoints, letters to the editor, editorials and guest editorials.
The International Journal of Clinical Neurosciences and Mental Health follows the highest
scientific standards, such as the CONSORT / STROBE guidelines and the Uniform Requirements
for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals (ICJME).
The journal offers:
• Trusted peer review process
• Fast submission-to-publication time
• Open-access publication without author fees
• Multidisciplinary audience and global exposure
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2. Types of papers
The International Journal of Clinical Neurosciences and Mental Health publishes scientific
articles in the following categories:
• Original Research.
• Reviews.
• Drug Reviews.
• Case Reports.
• Case Snippets.
• Viewpoints.
• Letters to the Editor.
• Editorials and Guest Editorials.
As an open-access, online-only publication, the International Journal of Clinical
Neurosciences and Mental Health does not enforce arbitrary word count or illustration limits.
The journal a provides a recommendation on the length of manuscripts, but authors are welcome
to submit manuscripts outside those recommendations if deemed appropriate.
2.1. Original Research
The International Journal of Clinical Neurosciences and Mental Health welcomes original
clinical or translational research related with psychiatry, mental health, medical psychology,
neurosurgery and neurology.
Reports of randomised clinical trials should follow the CONSORT Guidelines and reports of
observational studies should follow with STROBE Guidelines.
Original Research articles are recommended to have up to 4000 words (excluding title page,
abstract, acknowledgements, references and tables) and up to 8 illustrations (figures or tables).
Submission of supplementary material is encouraged. This may include additional illustrations of
study results (both figures and/or tables), video files presenting study results or procedures, study
protocol, study database and statistical analysis plan.
2.2. Reviews and Drug Reviews
Review articles on current topics related to psychiatry, mental health, medical psychology,
neurosurgery and neurology, as well as CNS-related drugs are welcome. Both invited and
unsolicited submissions are accepted.
Review articles are recommended to have up to 5000 words (excluding title page, abstract,
acknowledgements, references and tables.). Inclusion of newly designed figures and tables to
summarise key points is encouraged. The used of previously published material is subject to
the licence agreement of the original publisher, and should generally be avoided. If previously
published materials are, nonetheless, included in the illustrations, the authors should procure
appropriate authorisation for use from the original publisher prior to submission.
2.3. Case Reports and Case Snippets
Highly meaningful Case Reports are accepted, presenting major educational content or major
clinical findings. Case Snippets should describe a diagnosis or therapeutic challenge.
Case Reports and Case Snippets are recommended to have 750–1000 words (excluding title
page, abstract, acknowledgements, references and tables) and up to 2 figures or tables.
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2.4. Viewpoints
Viewpoints should provide an expert opinion on important topics for medical research or
practice, with possibility for covering social and policy aspects. This section encourages dialogue
and debate on relevant issues with expert views based on evidence.
Viewpoints are recommended to have 1500–3000 words (excluding title page, abstract,
acknowledgements, references and tables) and can include figures or tables, as deemed appropriate.
2.5. Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor should share views on published articles, any findings insufficient for a
research article or present ideas on any subject within the scope of the journal.
Letters to the Editor are recommended to have up to 1500 words (excluding title page, abstract,
acknowledgements, references and tables) and can include figures or tables, as deemed appropriate.
2.6. Editorials and Guest Editorials
Authors are invited by the Editor-in-Chief to comment on specific topics and express their
opinions in the form of Editorials. Nonetheless, interested authors are encouraged to contact the
Editor-in-Chief with proposals for writing Editorials.

3. Manuscript Submission
These instructions advise on how the manuscript should be prepared and submitted.
Manuscripts that do not comply with the guidelines will be returned to the authors before being
considered for peer-review.
All manuscripts should be prepared in A4-size or US-letter size, in UK or US English
throughout the manuscript, a mixture of UK and US English will not be accepted.
Manuscripts should be submitted in *.doc and *.pdf formats, in the appropriate section of the
journal website: IJCNMH online submission.
3.1. Cover Letter
A cover letter should be submitted together with the manuscript, in *.doc or *.pdf format,
addressed to the Editor-in-Chief, and signed by the author submitting the manuscript.
A template for the cover letter is available for download.
The cover letter should contain statements about originality of your publication, Ethics
Committee approval and informed consent (if applicable), conflicts of interest and why in your
opinion your manuscript should be published.
3.2. Manuscript Preparation
The manuscript must be divided in 2 files: the Title page (submitted in *.doc format and *.pdf
formats) and the Manuscript body (submitted in *.doc and *.pdf formats).
Submitting these 2 files is essential to ensure double-blind peer-review. Failure to provide
these 2 files will result in delay in the peer-review process, since the manuscript will be returned
to the authors for adjustment.
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Title page
This should be submitted as a separate file from your manuscript (to ensure anonymity in the
peer review process) and should include:
• Article title.
• Authors’ names, titles (e.g. MD, PhD, MSc, etc.) and institutional affiliations.
• Corresponding author: name, mailing address, telephone and fax numbers, email address.
• Keywords (maximum of 10), according to MeSH terms, whenever possible.
• A short title (running head) (up to 70 characters).
• Abstract word count (up to 250 words).
• Disclosure of conflicts of interest. Any conflict of interests should be declared. If authors
have no declaration it should be written: “The authors declare no conflict of interest”.
Manuscript body:
The Manuscript body must be anonymous, not containing the names or affiliations
of the authors. It must be structured in the following order: title, abstract, body text,
acknowledgements, references, tables, and figures captions/legends. The manuscript body should
contain the title and the abstract, since the title page is not sent to reviewers during peer-review.
• The text must be formatted as follow:
• Arial fonts, size: 11 points.
• Double line spacing (see paragraph menu).
• Aligned to the left (not justified).
Showing continuous line numbers on the left border of the page. For MS Word you can add
line numbers by going to: Page Layout -> Line Numbers -> select “Continuous”; for OpenOffice:
Tools -> Line Numbering -> tick “Show numbering”.
Title
A descriptive and scientifically accurate article title should be provided.
Abstract (250 words maximum)
An abstract should be prepared for all types of manuscript, except Editorials.
Abstracts of Original Research articles should be structured as: background/objective,
methods, results, and conclusions. If the publication is associated with a registered clinical trial,
the trial registration number should be referred at the end of the abstract.
Case-reports should be structured as background/introduction, case report, discussion.
Systematic review articles should have a structured abstract with generally the same headings
as Original Research articles, whereas narrative review articles can have a structured or
unstructured abstract, as deemed appropriate by the authors.
Abstracts for Viewpoint articles and Letters to the Editor, can have a structured or
unstructured abstracts, as deemed appropriate by the authors.
Body text
Original research articles
Original research articles should be structured as follows:
Introduction: Should present the background for the investigation and justify its relevancy.
Claims should be supported by appropriate references. Introduction should end by stating
the objectives of the study.
Methods: Should allow the reproduction of results and therefore must provide enough
detail. Appropriate subheadings can be included, if needed.
Results: Should include detailed descriptions of generated data. This section can be
separated into subsections with concise self-explanatory subheadings.
Discussion: Should be brief but comprehensive and well argued, summarise and discuss
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the main findings, their clinical relevance, the strengths and limitations of the study, future
perspectives with suggestion of experiments to be addressed in the future.
Review articles and Drug Reviews
These types of articles should be organised in sections and subsections, as deemed appropriate
by the authors
Case Reports and Case Snippets
These types of articles should be organised in the general following sections: Introduction/
Background, Case Report, Discussion. Subsections should be used as deemed appropriate by the
authors
Acknowledgements
This section should name everyone who has contributed to the work but does not qualify as
an author. People mentioned in this section must be informed and only upon consent should
their names be included along with their contributions. Financial support (with grant number, if
applicable) should also be stated here.
References
References citation in the text should be numbered sequentially along the text, within square
brackets. The use of a reference management tool (such as Endnote or Reference Manager) is
recommended. References must be formatted in Vancouver style.
Only published or accepted for publication material can be referenced. Personal
communications can be included in the text but not in the references list.
Tables
Tables should be smaller than a page, without picture elements or text boxes. Tables should
have a concise but descriptive title and should be numbered in Arabic numerals. Table footnotes
should explain any abbreviations or symbols that should be indicated by superscript lower-case
letters on the body table.
Figures
Figures should have a concise but descriptive title and should be numbered in Arabic
numerals. If the article is accepted for publication, the authors may be asked to submit higher
resolution figures. Copyright pictures shall not be published unless the authors submit a written
consent from the copyright holder to allow publishing.
Figures should be tested and printed on a personal printer prior to submission. The printed
image, resized to the intended dimensions, is almost a replication of how the picture will look
online. It shall be clearly perceived, non-pixelated nor grainy. Only flattened versions of layered
images are allowed. Each figure can only have a 2-point white space border, thus cropping is
strongly advised. For text within figures, Arial fonts between 8 to 11 points should be used and
must be readable. When symbols are used, the font information should be embedded.
Photographs should be submitted as *.eps at high-resolution (300 dpi or more), *.tif or *.pdf.
Graphics should be submitted in *.eps or *.pdf format, to allow proper reproduction. MS Office
graphics are also acceptable, if submitted in their original, editable formats.
Lines, rules and strokes should be between 0.5-1.5 points for reproducibility purposes.
Nomenclature
All units should be in International System (SI). Drugs should be designated by their
International Non-Proprietary Name (INN).
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3.3. Supporting Information
Code of Experimental Practice and Ethics
The minimal ethics requirements are those recommended by the Code of Ethics of the World
Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). Authors should provide information regarding
ethics on patient informed consent, data privacy as well as competing interests. If the authors have
submitted a related manuscript elsewhere, they should disclose this information prior to submission.
3.4. Submission Checklist
Please ensure you have addressed the following issues prior submission:
• Details for competing interests.
• Details for financial disclosure.
• Details for authors contribution.
• Participants informed consent statement.
• Authorisation for use of figures included in the manuscript, not produced by the authors
and subject to copyright.
• Authorship, affiliations and email addresses are correct.
• Cover letter addressed to the Editor-in-Chief.
• Identification of potential reviewers and their email addresses (to be introduced at the
online submission platform).
• Manuscript, figure and tables comply with the author guidelines, including the correct
format, SI units and standard nomenclature.
• Separated files for Title page (*.doc+*.pdf) and Manuscript body (*.doc+*.pdf)—4 in total.
• Manuscript body does not contain the names or affiliations of the authors, or other directly identifying information, and contain the title and the abstract.
If you have any questions, please contact the editorial office at ijcnmh@arc-publishing.org

4. Overview of the Editorial Process
The International Journal of Clinical Neurosciences and Mental Health aims to provide an
efficient and constructive view of the manuscripts submitted to achieve a high quality level of
publications. The editorial board is constituted by expert leaders in several areas of medicine
particularly in Clinical Neuroscience and Mental Health.
Once submitted, the manuscript is assigned to an editor which evaluates and decides whether
the manuscript is accepted for peer-review. At this initial phase, the editor evaluates if the
manuscript fulfils the scope of the journal according to the content and minimum quality
standards. For peer-review, one or two additional expert field editors will comment on the
manuscript and decide on whether it is accepted for publishing with minor corrections or not
accepted for publishing. The editor may ask authors to resubmit after revision (minor or major).
Decision is based on technical and scientific merits of the work. Reviewers can be asked to be
disclosed or stay anonymous. Authors can exclude specific editors or reviewers from the process,
upon submission, a rational should be provided.
Upon evaluation, an email is sent to the corresponding author with the decision. If accepted,
the manuscript enters the production process. It takes approximately 2-4 weeks for the
manuscript to be published.
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4.1. Appeal Process
The editors will respond to appeals from authors which manuscripts were rejected. Their
interests should be sent to the Editor.
Two directions can be followed:
• If the Editor does not accept the appeal, further right to appeal is denied.
• If the Editor accepts the appeal, a further review will be asked. After the new review, the
editor can reject or accept the appeal. If rejected, nothing else can be done, if accepted the
author is able to resubmit the manuscript.
The reasons for not accepting a manuscript for consideration can be:
• The manuscript does not follow the scope of the journal.
• The manuscript has potential interest but there are methodological concerns after peer-review or editorial examination.
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